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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be an arbitrary set and let 9 be a o-algebra on X. A function g 
from 3 to [0, l] is said to be a fuzzy measure [7], if and only if the 
following conditions hold: 
(i) s(0) = 0, ,9(X) = 1, 
(ii) if A, BE 2’ and A c B, then g(A) zg( B), and 
(iii) if (A,,) is a monotone sequence of sets in 9, then 
lim,, + % g(A),) =g(lim,,+ x A,,). 
Let 2 E ( - 1, cc ), 2 # 0, be a real number. A fuzzy measure g on 9 is called 
i-additive [S] if, whenever 
AE.2, BEL?, and AnB=a 
then 
R(A CJ B) = dA I+ g(B) + &(A 1 g(B). 
Let X,, := (x, ,..., x,,} be an arbitrary finite set and let P(X,,) be the power 
set of X,,. If g, ,..., g,, are real numbers such that 
0 5 g, ,..., g,, 5 1 and ;I[fi (l+I.g;)-1 =l, 
I=1 1 
then g: P(X,,) -+ [0, 11, 
g(A) :=; 
1 
n (1 +Ag,)- 1 
1. r,tA 1 for all A#@, and g(@)=O, 
is the unique l-additive fuzzy measure h on P(X,,) such that h( {xi}) =g, 
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holds for i= I,.... II. Therefore a one-to-one correspondence exists between 
the /.-additive fuzzy measures on !‘(A’,,) and the n-tuples of 
I’,,:= (g I,...., y,,): g,E [O. 11,; I’;l (1 -ti,y,)- I = 1 
i i ,~~ I I 1 
2. CONDITIONAL ~-ADDITIVE FUZZY MEASURES 
DEFINITION 1. Let g be a A-additive fuzzy measure on Y and let A E 2’ 
with g(A) > 0. For an arbitrary BE 27 we define 
g(BIA) := -i+i(l +i.)l ‘log(l+~.~(AnB)~j:log(l+~g(A)l~ ’ 
and name the quantity the conditional fuzziness of B given A. 
THEOREM 1. Lei g hr u ).-additive ,ftlq~ measure on Y und let A E 9 
\t,irh g( A ) > 0. Then g,,, , irshere g, (B) := g( Bl A),for ull BE Y, is a i.-additive 
,firr:>~ meusure on .Y. g 4 is called the conditional i.-additive fuzzy measure 
under the c’ondiition A. 
Proof: Consider the functions ,fi : [0, g(A)] -+ [0, 11, 
f‘,(x) := (log(1 +k)J{log(l +i.g(A))} ‘, 
and .I;: [O, 11 + [0, 11, 
j&r) := -;+; (1 +A)‘. 
(1) 
(2) 
,f‘, and f; are increasing and continuous, furthermore we have 
.f,(0)=.f2(0)=0 and .f,(g(A))=.fz(l)= 1. 
We use the abbreviation MN for A4 n N. From g, (B) = fi (f, 
all BE 9 it follows that g, is a fuzzy measure. 
Let B, B’ be two disjoint sets in 9. Then we have 
gA(BuB’)=.fz({log(l +ng(BAuB’A))}{log(l +jvg(A)))- 
MAB))) for 
‘1 
=,f;({log((l -I-E.g(BA))(l +I.g(B’A))}{log(l +i.g(A))} ‘) 
=.fz(.f, (ABA)) +.f; (dB’A))J 
=gA(B)+gq(B’)+j~gA(B)gA(B’). 
Hence g,4 is E.-additive. 
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DEFINITION 2. Let g be a E.-additive fuzzy measure on 2. Two sets 
‘4, BE 9 are said to be independent, if and only if 
log(1 +@B))Jog(l +ig(A))log(l +)-g(B)) 
log(1 + j.) log( 1 + n) log(1 +j.) 
(3) 
THEOREM 2. Let g he a i.-additivr ,fuq~ meusure on 9’. Jf A and B ure 
independent sets in Y’ und if g(A) > 0, then g(BIA) = g(B). 
Proof: Since 
(1 +j-) [log( I + i,~(Blllrhgc I + ~11 ’ = 1 + i.g( B). 
it follows from (2) that 
.f2([log(l +i.g(B))][log(l +i.)]- ‘)=g(B). (4) 
F‘rom the independence of A, B and g(A ) > 0 we have 
[log(l +ig(AB))][log(l +3-g(A))] ’ 
= [log(l +j.g(B))][log(l +A)] ‘. (5) 
Substituting (5) into (4) completes the proof. 
3. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF ?L-ADDITIVE FUZZY MEASURES 
If g is a /.-additive fuzzy measure on P’, then 
g* := [log( 1 + E.g)][log( 1 + I.)] ’ 
is a probability measure on .Y (see [ 51). 
DEFINITION 3. Let g be a j--additive fuzzy measure on 2, let P” denote 
the Bore1 C-algebra, and let ,f: X -+ R be a 6p - 2’ measurable function. 
Then we define 
&r(,f 1 := 1 .f&*. x 
We call E,?(f’) the expectation or mean (value) off: 
EXAMPLE. Let t be the unique I-additive fuzzy measure g on P(X,,) such 
that 
g(j.u,})= -f+i(l +i.)““, i= 1 ,..., n. 
I . 
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It is easy to show that r is the unique i-additive fuzzy mcasurc g on RX,,) 
with the property 
Let fi A’,, --) R be a real valued function. Then we have 
4. THE ENTROPY OF ~-ADDITIVE FUZZY MEASURES 
We try to introduce, for every i--additive fuzzy measure g on P(X,,), a 
measure of the degree of its “fuzziness.” We require for this quantity, which 
we shall denote by H( g, ,..., g,,), the following properties: 
H: u I’,, + R, H,,: V,, + R, H,,(x) := H(s); 
,,G N 
(El ) H,, must be continuous for n = 1, 2,...; 
(E2) Hz(-l/i.+(l!j”)(l+j”)“, ~lii+(l/i.)(l+r.)“=1; 
(E3) H,, must have its maximum in 
i 
-i+i(l +r)“‘,..., -i+i(l +A)‘” ; 
! 
(E4) H,,+\ (g,>...> R,,, 0) = H,,(g, ,..., g,,); 
(E5) H,, (g, ,..., g,,) = H,,( gZ, ,..., g,,,), where n is an arbitrary per- 
mutation of i I ,..., tt ) ; 
(E6) If (g, ,..., g,,) E V,, and if (g,, ,..., g,,) E V,, for i = l,..., n, then 
H,, ,,,(-y,, > .. . . -y,,,,,) = H,,(K, ,..., x,,) 
+ i H,,,(g,,,...,g ,,,, )(log(l +j~g,)){log(~ +j-))m ’ 
I- I 
where 
s,/, := -;+;(I +j,)l’w’+.Si)li “lW&(I +;,y,i)) lo&I +i) 
H is then called the entropy of the fuzzy measure g which is determined by 
the n-tuple (g, ,..., g,,) E V,,. 
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Property (E6) can be interpreted in the following way: Let 
z:= (,I ,-, ,...) $}, Z’ := i’z: )..., ZE }, and let g be a j--additive fuzzy measure 
on P(Z) such that g;:=g({zf})>O for i= l,..., n. Furthermore let gITii be 
A-additive fuzzy measures on P(Z’). We define 
g,, :=g(z;i ({Zl), k = l,..., m. 
A i.-additive fuzzy measure h on P(Z x Z’) should then at least suffice for 
the following conditions derived from Definition 1: 
It is easy to show that h: P(Z x Z’) -+ [0, 11, 
is the unique j--additive fuzzy measure that suffices for the above con- 
ditions. 
Then property (E6) states that the entropy of the measure h of P(Zx Z’) 
must be the sum of the entropy of g and the mean of the entropies of the 
‘qZ31’ 
THEOREM 3. The ,finc.tion F: u,, t N V,, + R 
Ftg,,..., g,,) := - 
is thr unique ,function H on U,,, v V,, thut @ices ,for the conditions 
(El ),..., (E6). 
Proof: F,,: V,, + R, F,Jx) : = F(x); is continuous and we have 
F2 i . -f+i(l+i)“, -;l+i(l+j.)” =I. 1 
The conditions (E4) and (E5) are obviously satisfied. To prove that F,, 
takes its maximum in 
i 
-;+;(I +jb)l,‘7,..., -f+f(l +E.)‘!‘” , 
I . ! 
let (g, ,..., g,,) E V,,. We define 
ti:= [log(l +%g,)] log-‘(1 +A), i = l,..., n. 
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It follows that 01 I I ~ /- 1. From (s, . . . . . ,y,,) E C’,, we have 
f [log( I + ig,)] log ‘(I + 2) 
= 
I 
log fi (1+&y,) log 
1 
‘( 1 + i) = I 
/ ~1 
Therefore 
FtZ(gl 3”‘) $?,,I = - i t, log, ti5 log* fl 
,= I 
= F,, -i+i(l +E.)“” ,..., -;+:(I +A)“’ 
Furthermore let (g,, ,..., g,,,,) E V,,, for i = I,..., 17. We define 
t,, := [log( 1 + jVg,x)] log ‘(I + 2). 
It follows that 0 < t,, 5 1 and C;“=, t,, = 1. We have 
-Y,h = -i+b(l +i)‘“‘g, 1” 
and we conclude 
F,,,,,(.\- l,...., .Y ,,,) ,)= - i f t,t, log,(r,r,,) 
,=I h=I 
= - f f t,t,h log2 t, - i t, 2 t& log* f,k 
i-l h= 1 / == , h-l 
= F,, tic, . ...> g,, L 
+ i F,,,(g,,,...,g,,,,)Clog(l +E.g,)] logs ‘(1 +n). 
,:I 
Let H: U,,, N v,, + R be a function that suffices for the conditions 
(El ),..., (E6). Let 
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and let H*: Un, N W, + R, 
H*(p ,,..., p,,):=H -f+;(l+i)p’ ,..., 
. . 
;+; (1 +/i)pn . 
! 
It is easy to verify that H* is an entropy for probability measures [ 11, 
therefore we have from H*(+, t) = 1 _ - 
H*(P, ,..., P,,) = - i P, log, P, 
,=I 
for all (p, ,..., p,!) E W,,. 
If (8, 3”.> g,,) E v,,> and if p,:=[log(l +E,g,)]log-‘(1 +A), then 
(p, ,..., p,,) E W,,. It follows that 
Wg, ,...> ST,,) = H*(P, t..., p,,) 
= - i PI bog, p;=F(g I,..., g,,), 
,=I 
Therefore we have H = F. 
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